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ON THE VOLUME OF METRIC BALLS

CHRISTOPHER B. CROKE1

Abstract. In this paper we consider metrics of the form ds2 = dr2 + f2(r. 6) dB2

on a ball of dimension n > 3. We show that if the diameters (geodesies through the

origin) minimize length then the volume of the ball is larger than the volume of the

hemisphere of the corresponding round sphere. This relates to a conjecture first

considered by Marcel Berger. We also give examples in all dimensions of radially

symmetric metrics on balls of radius sr/2 having arbitrarily small volume and yet

having no pair of points conjugate along a diameter.

I. Introduction. Let M" be a complete riemannian manifold of dimension n and

injectivity radius i(M). Here we consider the volume of the metric ball, B(p, r), of

radins r about a point/? of M. A fundamental question first asked by M. Berger is

Question A. If r < i(M)/2, is \ol(B(p, r)) > \a(n)(2r/-n)", where a(n) is the

volume of the unit n sphere, with equality characterizing hemispheres?

One can ask the related question about the boundary spheres S(p,r)— [q E M\

d(p,q) = r).

Question B. If r < i(M)/2, is \ol(S(p, r))> a(n - l)(2r/ir)"~] with equality

holding if and only if B(p, r) is isometric to a hemisphere?

A positive answer to Question A implies a positive answer to B by Theorem 11 of

[C].
For M compact there are natural questions related to A and B for which we know

some answers.

The global question is: Is Vol(M) > a(n)(i(M)/<n)" with equality holding if and

only if M is isometric to a round sphere?

Question A "on the average" is: Is

v^//°1<i<*''»*>Mv)"'
with equality holding if and only if M is isometric to a round sphere? Question B

"on the average" is similar.

The global question was answered positively by Berger in [B3]. The argument in

[B3] also answered Question B "on the average" for r = i(M)/2. Previously Berger

and Kazdan (see [B-K] or [Be] Appendices D and E) had shown that the global

question was true with half the sharp constant (i.e. Vol(M) > {a(n)(i(M)/-n)") by

answering Question A "on the average" with half the sharp constant.
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As to Questions A and B themselves, the only known complete answer is for

Question B in two dimensions. However, nonsharp answers (i.e., Vol(B(p, r))>

C(n)r" for some constant C(n)) were shown by Berger for n = 2, 3 in [Bl] and [B2],

and for all n by the author in [C] (Proposition 14).

The condition that r « i(M)/2 is a mixture of local and global conditions. One

often wants to consider B(p, r) as a riemannian manifold with boundary ignoring

the rest of M. In this case the appropriate assumption is:

Condition (G). Every geodesic segment in B(p, r) minimizes distance (in B(p, r))

between the endpoints.

Note that if r < i(M)/2 then B(p, r) satisfies Condition G but the converse is

not true. The results in [Bl,B2, and C] hold for B(p,r) if it satisfies Condition G.

Here we consider only metric balls whose metric in normal polar coordinates

(r, 8) has the special form ds2 = dr2 + h2(r, 8) d82 where h(r, 8) > 0 for r ¥= 0 and

d82 represents the standard metric on the unit sphere. By a diameter we will mean a

geodesic through p (the center). We show

Theorem. Let B(p, R) be a metric ball of dimension n > 3 with a metric of the form

ds2 — dr2 + h2(r,8)d82. Then if all diameters minimize distance between their

endpoints we have Vol(B(p, R)) > \a(n)(2R/-ïï)n with equality characterizing hemi-

spheres.

This says that for metrics of this form and n > 3 the answer to Question A (and

hence B) is yes.

The proof is an extension of an argument given by Berger in [B4] for the

two-dimensional case. The proof however does not work in two dimensions (there is

an error in [B4]) but the extension to n s= 3 does work. It would be nice to know the

theorem in two dimensions for in that case all metrics are of the form ds2 — dr2 +

h2(r, 8) d82; however at the moment this is an open question.

The assumption of the theorem is weaker than Condition (G) since we only

assume that diameters minimize. One might well ask if one can further weaken the

assumption to: no two interior points on a diameter are conjugate along that

diameter. A positive answer to this question, even in the rotationally symmetric case,

would, with some further argument, answer Question A in general up to a factor of

2. However here we give

Examples. For each e > 0 there is a function gF(r) > 0, r G (0, tt/2], such that

ds2 = dr2 + g2(r) dd2 is a smooth (rotationally symmetric) metric on a ball B(p, tr/2)

such that

(a)Vol(B(p,TT/2))<e,and

(b) No two (interior) points are conjugate along a diameter.

The same function gF(r) works for all dimensions.

II The Droofs

Proof of Theorem. By multiplying the metric by a constant we may assume that

R = tr/2. Let (B0, g0) represent the unit hemisphere with the standard metric. B0 is

identified to B (up to diffeomorphism) via the exponential map at the center.
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If v G TXB0 is such that g0(v, v) = 1 then g(v, v) = cos2 <f> + /2(x)sin2 <p, where

<í> represents the angle (in g0) between v and the radial vector, d/dr, and f(x) =

f(r, 8) — h(r, 0)/sin(r). The volume of (B, g) is given by jB f~](x)d0x, where

d0x is the volume form on (B0, g0).

Let U0 be the unit tangent bundle of (B0, g0) and let T be the space of geodesies

on B0 (i.e. T is the space of oriented half great circles). U0 is fibered in two ways. The

first fibration is the standard

U0

s"-v Mo.*]
D T^
Dr, 1'Q

one (the projection to B0 takes a unit vector to its base point) where the fiber over x

is the unit tangent sphere Ux. The measure du on U0 is simply the product measure.

The second fibration is the one induced by the geodesic flow. Liouville's theorem

(see [Be, 1.125]) shows that T admits a measure dy such that du — dt X dy (dt is the

standard measure on [0, w]).

Each y G T is a curve from a point on the boundary to the point at the other end

of the diameter. Hence by assumption its length in g is > tr. By a Schwarz inequality

we have

fg(y'(t), y'(t)) dt>l \fjg(y'(t),y'(t))dt
2

with equality holding if and only if g(y'(t), y'(t)) = 1 for all / G [0, v].

Integrating over T we get

1   /   n   /        Js        .. ./„^       c r™ ,   ., ,     .,,,..

'F-'O
-a(n)a(n - 1) = TrVol(r) < f fg{y'(t), y'(t)) dt dy

=  i g(v,v)du= f   f g(v,v) d8d0x.
JIL J R Jll

U0 JB{/U,

Where d8 above represents the standard volume form on Ux.

For fixed x E B0 we have

( g(v,v)d8 = a(n - 2) ( (cos2 <p +/2(x)sin2 <í>)sin<í>"  2 d<j>
Jux Jo

= _      _ a(n - 2)a(n + 1) a(n - 2)a(n + 1)

a(n) «(")

So integrating over B0 (Vo1(jB0) = {-a(n)), using the previous inequality and

combining the constants we get {~a(n) *£ JB f2(x)d0x with equality holding if and

only iff(x) = 1, that is B is isometric to B0.

At this point we need the assumption n > 3. By a Holder inequality we have

VolK) = \a(n) < / f2(x)d0x < j/ f^x^X'    '{VoK^)}""37""';
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thus

Vol(B0)< f f"-\x)dx = Vol(B)

with equality if and only if B is isometric to B0.

Examples. Take Q large, to be chosen later depending only on e. Let / be a

smooth function on [-77/2,77/2] such that

(a)f(x)=f(-x),

(b)f(x)= 1 for |x|< 1/C24,

(c)f(x)=Qfox\x\^\/Q2,

(d) 1 < f(x)<Q for silx.

(See figure.)

Let gF(x) be the solution to

1/ß4    1/ß2

that is

g y s = o,     g(0) = 0,     g'(0) = i,

>^'«<w,f (0

The metric ds2 = dr2 + g2(r) dO2 is clearly smooth away from the origin, but the

fact that f(x) — 1 for x near 0 shows that the metric is the flat metric near the

origin.

We now show that since / never vanishes there are no conjugate points along a

diameter. Since the metric is rotationally symmetric every Jacobi field along a

diameter that vanishes somewhere is of the form J(r)X(r) where J(r) is a function
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and X(r) is a parallel unit vector field. For those Jacobi fields perpendicular to

diameters J(r) must satisfy

0 = J" ge J" £1
f

j.

Since / never vanishes J cannot vanish twice (between any two zeros of J there must

be a zero off). Thus there are no conjugate points along diameters.

To estimate the volume U we first estimate g(x).

For* » I/O2,

g(x) = Q

Forx^ I/O2,

L•/e dt dt

f\t) + 'vq2Q2
< Q[l/Q2 + x/Q2]

x + 1

Q

g(x)=f(x)f-£-<QX.
Jo f2(t)

Thus for the volume we get

fir/2

17=277/   V■'0
\x)dx

277

< 277

Q»-<n/Q2x"-<dx + -t-r/2(x + i)"
Jo Q"~iJi/Q2

dx

Q"-l/nQ2" +
1

f + i)"-(i + i/öTnQ"~]

which can be made less than e by choice of Q large.
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